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TT No.122: Mike Latham - Sat 3 January 2009: Blue Square North - King's Lynn 1-

1 AFC Telford United; Attendance: 932; Admission: £10; Programme: £2. 

At the turn of the year it’s always a good time to reflect and then to look ahead, 

setting targets for the future. Every year for the last few years I’ve written down 

King’s Lynn FC as an intended ground to visit.  

For one reason or another, not least the distance involved, it was an ambition 

unrealised until the wintry weather of this Christmas holiday period persuaded me 

to take the plunge.  

The Met Office’s prediction of no overnight frost in King’s Lynn and a positive 

reaction from a check ‘phone call (‘We’ve had a pitch inspection at 9-30 and 

everything’s fine’) persuaded me and another hopper to begin a 360 miles round 

trip in what were, freezing temperatures in Lancashire.  

King’s Lynn had played on Thursday against Gainsborough and their excellent club 

website is a model of how to keep supporters informed and updated on breaking 

news. They seemed confident, assured even, that the game against Telford would 

take place.  That was good enough for us.  

Luckily our optimism was rewarded as on arrival at the Walks Stadium the pitch 

looked in excellent condition and the players were warming up. It transpired that a 

local strawberry farm had kindly lent the club covers for the pitch and a number of 

volunteer helpers had worked like Trojans in covering the pitch and protecting it 

from the elements. Their selfless efforts were appreciated by many and duly 

acknowledged by the tannoy announcer pre-match.  

Many much-respected hopping mates of mine rank the Walks among their favourite 

grounds and it was easy to see why. Set in a residential area close to the town 

centre, a majestic main stand towers over a well-appointed ground that saw its 

first game of football in the 1860s, long before King’s Lynn FC’s formation in 1879.  

Everybody I met was friendly and keen to talk football and there was a lovely 

relaxed air about the ground, a marked contrast to some of the Football League 

grounds I have visited this season.  

As well as the main stand there are several other fine vantage points, not least in 

the covered terrace opposite and from both open ends behind the goals. There is 

no segregation and so it easy to choose your preferred vantage point. The Telford 

fans mingled happily with the locals in a friendly atmosphere, the way football 

should be played. With several refreshment outlets, a club bar and a club shop 

there is plenty to occupy the time before kick-off.  

We chose a vantage point from the shallow terrace in front of the main stand, a 

fine, uninterrupted view it was too as a decent game unfolded.  



Just ten minutes remained when the visitors took the lead, when Brown headed in 

sub Edwards’ left-wing cross. But the Linnets got the draw they deserved when 

fullback Graham stabbed home an equaliser four minutes from time, his second 

goal in as many games.  

The attitude of King’s Lynn’s ex-league star Julian Joachim was exemplary and he 

thoroughly deserved the MOTM award for a fantastic effort of selfless running and 

his skilful display up front.  

The programme was another fine effort- updated for events against Gainsborough 

in a match played just 48 hours previously. An outstanding effort when you 

consider that many league clubs will have sold programmes today that were 

printed before the Christmas holidays. Another word, too, for the tannoy 

announcer who was simply excellent with the concise and clear way with which he 

gave out information, including the team changes.  

King’s Lynn have the potential to be a big club with their considerable catchment 

area and ground that would not take much work to transform it into one capable of 

staging Football League games. Their isolation is both a strength and a weakness- 

and while teams may baulk at the distance involved to travel to the Walk’s they 

forget that the Linnets have to undertake long journeys every other week. Though 

recent results have been disappointing- and they have gone two months without a 

league win- they appear to be settling comfortably into life at this level while a 

crowd of 900plus hints at their obvious potential.  

If you’ve not been to the Walks then put it on your wants list.  I’m not a great fan 

of Conference football but this was a decent game, skilful, well contested and 

eventful. And the ground is just great- a classic non-league ground. Fantastic, 

especially upon arriving home to find so many games elsewhere called off. The Met 

Office and King’s Lynn came up trumps for us today- a great way to start the year. 
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